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Stardate 9811.29 USS Titan NCC-65265
AGMDave says: <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CIVJappic says: ::In quarters, starting a new painting. One in which the fabulous crew of the U.S.S. Titan will be illustrated.::
CTOmorgan says: ::at tactical stunning areas as needed::
XOspencer says: OPS: Are we having any luck getting hold of the rebellion leaders?
CO-Sulla says: ::in bunker with Plactus, looking at him carefully... ::
FCO_Blamt says: @::pilots the shuttle out of the bay doors:: 
OPS_Slate: XO: As of yet we have had no response ........
XOspencer says: OPS: Keep trying
AGMDave says: <Plactus>::Sniffs quite a bit, for no real reason::
CMO_Cerbe says: ::Sitting in his office, silently laughing to himself as Jadis hops into sickbay, carefully trying not to knock her left foot::
SO_Loren says: ::at science station, monitoring surface for communication signals or any other means of identifying the reason for the unrest::
OPS_Slate: XO: Understood ....... ::continues running his fingers over the console::
CTOmorgan says: SO: Have we got the STA protocols set to try and damp out the countra-band phasers?
XOspencer says: *CO* Sir we are having no luck on contacting the rebellion leaders
CO-Sulla says: @*XO* (whisper): Please check the records we have on the planetary government... tell me everything you can find out about a Senator Plactus
SO_Loren says: CTO: Yes. Sending them to your station now. ::sends::
CIVJappic says: Self: Ahhhhhh........... This is going to be such an exciting project. I can't wait to finally get started. I guess I can start by painting myself.
CO-Sulla says: @*XO*: very well--continue trying, but focus on relief and pacification efforts
CTOmorgan says: XO: We're ready to try the STA protocols to shutdown all the remaining phasers, we hope.
FCO_Blamt says: @::glances around the confines of the shuttle wondering who is there with him, as they near Magna Romani::
XOspencer says: *CO* Yes sir ::begins to go over the records::
AGMDave says: <Plactus>::Sniffs some more, then excuses himself to a small room nearby::
CO-Sulla says: @Plactus: So, you are the only surviving Senator? what about planetary defense and police forces? Are they all dead?
AGMDave says: <Plactus>:::hears Sulla::
CO-Sulla says: @::follows Plactus towards other room::
OPS_Slate: ::runs his fingers across his console noting the ionization trail left by the shuttle as it nears the surface::
XOspencer says: ::is finding nothing about Plactus:: *CO* Nothing sir... not as of yet
XOspencer says: *OPS* ETA please?
SO_Loren says: CIV: Would you mind researching parallel situations of unrest on our ship's library?
CO-Sulla says: @*XO*: Very well
AGMDave says: <Plactus>@::shuts the door behind him so Sulla cannot enter::yells::Sulla: Planetary Defense has been neutralized, and the police have gone into hiding for fear for their families.
CIVJappic says: SO: I'll be glad to Loren.
SO_Loren says: CIV: Thank you.
CMO_Cerbe says: ::Jadis hobbles over towards a bio bed, Moras looks on as she eases herself down. A nurse who could not have been more than 22 walks over with a tricorder, Jadis is in pain...::
FCO_Blamt says: @::levels the descent of the shuttle and moves to avoid a bluff that comes up out of nowhere::
CTOmorgan says: ::sets STA protocols and sends to all remaining weapons on planet:: XO: Well hopefully that will take care of the rest of them...
XOspencer says: ::brings up all the records on the planet and its senate members:: *CO* Sir there is no mention of his being named anywhere
CO-Sulla says: @*CTO*: What is the current situation vis-à-vis the pacification effort? We need to secure defense installations and communication centers--as well as set up safe areas for refugees
OPS_Slate: ::waits patiently for the XO looking at her reading her console ..... knows she is probably too busy to answer him::
CTOmorgan says: <TO Steven's> ::on shuttle with FCO, gives him nasty look::
CIVJappic says: Self: Let me see now.......... hmmm........
XOspencer says: OPS: I am sorry was trying to reach the FCO *FCO* ETA?
AGMDave says: ACTION: A vessel enters the system. It appears to be a freighter.
CO-Sulla says: @*XO*: interesting... I used to know all the Senators... and I knew his face didn't look familiar...
OPS_Slate: ::turns back to his console with a raised eyebrow:: XO: Of course sir ......
CTOmorgan says: *CO*: I think we've got the weapons under control sir. TO Stevens is in route to coordinate the situation
XOspencer says: *CO* Well Sir are you able to leave... this does not feel right
AGMDave says: @<Plactus>::comes out of the small room holding a finger to his nose and sniffing::
CIVJappic says: ::Yanis is trying to find some info in the huge Federation database::
CMO_Cerbe says: ::Moras places his data pad on the table. He had been going over reports of the relief plans stipulated for their present predicament.. A whole planetary disaster and 1 Federation ship to deal with It.. He wondered if his medical team could stand up to the pressure?::
CTOmorgan says: XO: We've got a freighter coming into the system
AGMDave says: @<Plactus>Sulla: Ah, Captain, did you hear me?
FCO_Blamt says: *XO*: Should be landing approximately a hundred meters from the CO's position shortly ma'am ..... suggest you alert him of our arrival and have him meet us. We can see small arms fire out of the cockpit windows.
XOspencer says: CTO: identification on the freighter?
XOspencer says: *FCO* Yes, thank you
SO_Loren says: @Ensign Johnson (SO): Scan for transmissions on surface, trying to identify reason for unrest.
SO_Loren says: <Johnson>@Aye, sir. Scanning.
XOspencer says: *CO* I have a shuttle about to land sir, directions to your location..or do you wish for them to hold back?
CO-Sulla says: @Yes, I did hear you. Sec: Please put this man under protective custody ::points to Plactus:: We will be returning to the ship
CIVJappic says: ::Continues to search::
CEOShevat says: ::In Engineering doing Engineer stuff::
CTOmorgan says: ::scans freighter:: XO: She's got a Federation signature.
FCO_Blamt says: @::nods at the TO:: TO: You better break out the phaser rifles .... we are gonna come in hot and fast. Hopefully the CO will be waiting for us.
CO-Sulla says: @*XO* Please beam us up, CDR--have the shuttle assist in the pacification and relief efforts as necessary
AGMDave says: @<Plactus>::looks startled and turns to flee.
XOspencer says: CTO: anymore information than that?
TO_Stevens says: FCO: yes sir
CO-Sulla says: @<SEC>:: Tackles Plactus::
AGMDave says: ACTION: Plactus drops a smoke bomb and runs away.
XOspencer says: *CO* Yes sir.. OPS: beam the CO and his party aboard
CEOShevat says: Ens. Gates (EO): Get to work on phaser diagnostics.
CTOmorgan says: XO: Working on it ::continues to scan freighter:: XO: Shall I hail them
OPS_Slate: XO: Aye sir ....... ::wonders if the lock is suddenly working again:: Attempting to initiate a transporter lock now.
TO_Stevens says: @::gets out phaser rifles and checks them over::
XOspencer says: *FCO* The captain is coming aboard. See what you can do on the planet to assist in relief efforts
FCO_Blamt says: @::levels the shuttle and turns on the search beacon hovering a few meters above the surface approximately 100 hundred meters from the CO's cave::
XOspencer says: CTO:Yes hail them and ask them if they are here to assist us
CO-Sulla says: ::materializes in TR and heads to bridge::
AGMDave says: ACTION: The freighter does not bother to ID itself and comes into transporter range of the other side of the planet. Large amounts of transporter activity occurs.
CIVJappic says: ::Reading the information that he is gathering::
CEOShevat says: <Gates (EO)>: Aye sir
CMO_Cerbe says: <Hanlon>@::Hanlon sits in her makeshift office, the sound of fighting can be heard in the distance, the groans of the wounded in the next room.. She was compiling requisition forms for the medical supplies off the ship. The small medical staff on the planet that decided to abstain from fighting with their people were inundated with patients::
CTOmorgan says: XO: They are transporting
OPS_Slate: XO: We have the Captain .. ...... locked and transporting. Materializing in TR one now.
OPSSlate (Transporter.wav)
CTOmorgan says: ::locks tractor beam on freighter, and weapons on drive systems::
CO-Sulla says: *XO* Plactus is an impostor and has managed to escape... we need to track him down...
CO-Sulla says: ::enters bridge::
CMO_Cerbe says: <Hanlon>@::More and more patients kept coming in with varying degrees of injuries... It was beginning to get out of hand::
SO_Loren says: XO: I am monitoring Plactus. Do you want to try to beam him up now?
CEOShevat says: Gates (EO): I am going to the Bridge, "Hold down the fort" like Gabel would say
CEOShevat says: ::leaves ME::
CO-Sulla says: *CTO* report on the freighter...
CIVJappic says: *SO*: I have gathered information for you. Where are you at? It is best that I bring you the information.
CTOmorgan says: ::opens hail to freighter:: CO: Hail to freighter open sir. They are attempting to transport to planet.
OPS_Slate: ::notices the CO:: ALL: Captain on the bridge.
XOspencer says: CO yes sir.. CTO: see if you can get a lock on Plactus
SO_Loren says: *CIV* On the bridge.
AGMDave says: ACTION: The freighter completes its business and warps out of the system. A new firefight erupts suddenly right where the freighter beamed stuff down.
SO_Loren says: CTO: Transferring Plactus' coordinates to your station.
CIVJappic says: *SO*: I will be there in no time at all. ::Yanis exits with his padd and heads towards the turbolift.::
CO-Sulla says: *CTO* Blanket the area where the freighter landed more weapons with phasers
CTOmorgan says: CO: Apparently we've found the weapons source sir. A new fire fight just erupted ::stuns area and gets phasers beamed up::
FCO_Blamt says: @::turns the shuttle towards an area where fighting has suddenly erupted ...... :: TO: Forget the rifles ..... we are to pacify the area. Take the Tactical console.
CIVJappic says: Computer: Bridge.
CEOShevat says: ::Leaves TL and steps onto the Bridge::
CMO_Cerbe says: <Hanlon>@*CMO* Moras, I am sending the list of things that I need, we are short of supplies here, what this hospital did have had been stolen long ago before we even arrived.. I also need more medical staff as soon as you can send them...
CO-Sulla says: SO: Did you manage to get any scans of the freighter?
CEOShevat says: XO: Sir ::salutes::
TO_Stevens says: @FCO: yes sir ::sits at tac::
SO_Loren says: CO: Yes. I will transfer that data to your station::transfers data::
XOspencer says: ::looks at the CEO:: That is not necessary at your station please
CEOShevat says: CO: Sir ::salutes again::
OPS_Slate: ::hears the crisp salute and turns, practically grinning despite his Vulcan heritage::
CTOmorgan says: *FCO*: Fire pattern delta commencing, take evasive as necessary.
CMO_Cerbe says: *Hanlon* I will see what I can do, a support team is almost ready, I will try and get help to you as soon as I can..
TO_Stevens says: @::does a quick check of console to verify readiness::
CEOShevat says: ::moves to the Engineering station::
CIVJappic says: ::Walks on the bridge and heads towards the science station:: SO: Hello, here is the info that you wanted. ::hands the padd over to the SO::
XOspencer says: CEO: at your station or did you want something?
SO_Loren says: CO: Scans of the freighter revealed more phasers beamed down and a controlled substance beamed up.
FCO_Blamt says: @*CTO*: Understood ..... leaving area now.
CEOShevat says: XO: No sir
CO-Sulla says: XO/CTO: This planet is now under interdiction... no ships are to approach to within TR range, is that understood?
CTOmorgan says: CO: Aye sir
FCO_Blamt says: @::pilots the shuttle away from the firing area::
XOspencer says: ::watches the CEO go to his station::
AGMDave says: ACTION: The ground underneath the shuttle erupts as a small vessel frees itself. The vessel flies right under the shuttle and into orbit.
OPS_Slate: ::hears the CO's order and decides to tune up the sensors a bit ..... may need them for interdiction::
CTOmorgan says: ::locks weapons on new contact:: CO: New contact
XOspencer says: :;looking at the CO:: CO: yes sir.. ::looks back at the CTO::
TO_Stevens says: @::sits tensely while watching FCO::
CO-Sulla says: CTO: get that ship..tractor it or disable its engines, now!
CTOmorgan says: ::locks on tractor beam and engages::
CO-Sulla says: SO: Scan the small ship
AGMDave says: ACTION: The ships goes to warp.
XOspencer says: CTO: get a tractor lock on that shuttle
CMO_Cerbe says: ::The data that Hanlon sent was downloaded into a data pad. Moras read it carefully:: Oh boy! ::Quickly, he gets up and heads for the bridge.. Jadis watches him rush past but says nothing.. her ankle still throbs::
OPS_Slate: CO/XO: The ship has gone to warp .... shall we pursue?
CTOmorgan says: CO: Shuttle lock...D@mn she's gone to warp sir.
SO_Loren says: XO: The vessel is a small shuttle with 3 lifeforms, including "Plactus."
CMO_Cerbe says: TL: Bridge
CO-Sulla says: FCO: Chase the small ship, max warp, engage!!!
XOspencer says: :;looks at the Captain surprised::
OPS_Slate: ::glances back at the Captain ....... :: CO: Aye sir ...... pursuit course engaged.
CEOShevat says: ::turns around looking at the main viewer::
CIVJappic says: ::Gives the padd filled with the info to the SO::
CTOmorgan says: ::scans shuttle on LRS and prepares tractor beam to lock onto shuttle:: CO: As soon as we are in range the Tractor beam is ready.
SO_Loren says: XO: The smaller ship is a warp 8.
OPS_Slate: CO: It is unlikely that we will be able to intercept the shuttle ..... it has quite a lead sir.
CMO_Cerbe says: ::Notices the change in tone as the ship moves off, out of orbit:: Timing as good as ever....
XOspencer says: CO: recommend going back to the planet sir.
CO-Sulla says: CTO: very well, do not wait for my command...
CTOmorgan says: CO: That's pretty darn fast for a shuttle
TO_Stevens says: @::watches as ship vanishes, surprised::
FCO_Blamt says: @::notes the Titan suddenly jumping to warp and opens his com channel:: *Titan*: Shall we return to the ship ...... before you leave the system?
CIVJappic says: SO: As you can surely read there are many forms of civil wars..... One of which is where the people of a world battle each other to death.
SO_Loren says: XO: The ship is about the size of a runabout with a different design.
CTOmorgan says: CO: The shuttle is about the same size as a runabout,, but unknown configuration.
XOspencer says: *FCO* As you were Blant,, we will be returning
CO-Sulla says: CTO:Noted
OPS_Slate: CO: Shall I break off pursuit? ::waits ..... patiently::
CO-Sulla says: OPS: No, that "Plactus" has info we need...
CTOmorgan says: ::uses LRS to gain further info on vessel::
TO_Stevens says: @::looks at FCO:: FCO: now what sir?
FCO_Blamt says: @::cringes as some small arms glance off the cockpit windows as he hugs the tress with the shuttle:: *XO*: Understood .... be advised we are taking fire down here.
XOspencer says: SO: Thank you Loren. ::smiles:: OPS: best guess on their direction?
CIVJappic says: Other forms of civil wars include people vs. government, people vs. the paranormal.
CEOShevat says: ::Looks at his prestigious Captain and his Executive Officer in admiration::
FCO_Blamt says: @TO: now we wait .... and stay alive. Arm our weapons. ::brings the shuttle in a long sweeping curve back to where they were fired upon::
XOspencer says: *FCO* I am sorry Blamt.. do your best to find suitable cover and wait our return
CMO_Cerbe says: ::Exits the TL and strolls onto the bridge::
OPS_Slate: CO/XO: We have their course ..... it should not be difficult to trail them .... we are at warp 7.6 and increasing.
CTOmorgan says: ::loads torp sets for prox burst:: CO: I think we could disrupt their warp field with a torp, knock them out of warp long enough to catch up.
CO-Sulla says: CTO: try to knock them out of warp with a proximity torpedo detonation once we are in range
TO_Stevens says: @FCO: weapons armed and ready.
CMO_Cerbe says: CO: May I ask why we have left orbit??
CTOmorgan says: ::smiles slightly:: CO: Aye sir, ready to go, range in about 23min
FCO_Blamt says: @::brings the shuttle low over the area and hears the scrape of trees against the bottom of the shuttle as he targets for the TO::
XOspencer says: CMO we are in pursuit of a ship
CTOmorgan says: ::hopes the AT will be all right on their own::
TO_Stevens says: @::awaits FCO's orders::
OPS_Slate: CO/XO: Now warp 8.4 and increasing ...........
SO_Loren says: XO: Mr. Jappic has researched a parallel situation, which can wait for a quieter time. But, this information will help in our analysis.
TO_Stevens says: @::fires::
XOspencer says: OPS: estimate time to range for tractor ?
CO-Sulla says: CO:Very well
CEOShevat says: <EO Gates> CEO: Sir I am complete, is there anything else?
AGMDave says: ACTION: The AT's actions are successful.
XOspencer says: ::goes over to the SO:: SO: What is it? What kind of information?
CIVJappic says: SO: We must understand why these people are becoming slaves so it will better help us to resolve this conflict.
OPS_Slate: XO: Estimate fifteen minutes to tractor intercept .... if we can get them out of warp, it will be a whole lot quicker.
CEOShevat says: EO Gates : No not now, I will notify you if I need you
CTOmorgan says: ::scans vessel for any type of weaponry, doesn't want to be surprised::
CO-Sulla says: ::sits in center seat::
AGMDave says: ACTION: Titan's engine are beginning to show the strain, but the small vessel is not.
OPS_Slate: ::runs his fingers over his console verifying range to target and relaying the most current data to the TAC console::
SO_Loren says: XO: Apparently, other situations involving controlled substances have produced similar illogical actions on the part of some of the fighters.
XOspencer says: ::looking at the two of them:: yes we will talk about it laterSO:right now we have other pressing matters ..::looks at OPS::
CMO_Cerbe says: ::turns his attention to the XO, offers her the data pad:: XO: That is fine except for one thing..... Dr. Hanlon is severely short on supplies, she has requested 2 thirds of our remaining stock, she needs medical support and security teams... the field hospital she has set up is overrun with casualties....
CTOmorgan says: SO: Any way we can ramp up the speed on one of the torps?
TO_Stevens says: @::notes their success with mixed feelings::
CO-Sulla says: *CEO* Keep on top of the engines... we don't need to lose them now
CMO_Cerbe says: XO: What medical supplies they do have left are being raided by the various warring factions and they are coming under fire...
XOspencer says: CMO: If she needs them give them to her.. what is the problem?
SO_Loren says: CTO: Checking. ....Yes, I believe so. Inputting the data now.
AGMDave says: ACTION: The small vessel jumps to warp 9.1
TO_Stevens says: @FCO: should we land and aid assistance?
CEOShevat says: CO: Aye sir
CTOmorgan says: CO: They've just gone to 9.1 sir
FCO_Blamt says: @TO: Are you nuts .... just keep us safe for now. It is a little too hairy out there for me to risk my neck for no reason.
SO_Loren says: CTO: I believe the torp can now travel at warp 9.6
XOspencer says: CMO: I understand that I can not do anything about it at the moment. See if you can get hold of the FCO on the planet to assist.
CEOShevat says: *Gates (EO)* See if you can get us more power for the engines
CO-Sulla says: CTO/FCO: Continue pursuit... max warp until we catch them or something breaks
TO_Stevens says: @FCO: yes sir
CTOmorgan says: ::nods to SO:: CO: Sir they are showing signs of engine strain.
OPS_Slate: CO/XO: Our speed is continuing to increase sir .... but we will not be able to maintain this speed for long. ::nods at CEO::
CIVJappic says: SO: Would you like me to conduct studies of the people on that planet?
XOspencer says: OPS: how much longer till interception?
CMO_Cerbe says: <Hanlon>:: The fighting draws closer, an explosion occurs outside the hospital perimeter::
SO_Loren says: CIV: That would be logical. Let me know what you find. Thank you.
OPS_Slate: ::shakes his head at the Captain's lack of logic:: CO: Aye sir ..... increasing speed. We are now past the design limits of our class.
CTOmorgan says: ::locks torp on to shuttle, ready to fire when in range::
CIVJappic says: ::Yanis nods and heads back to his quarters.::
CEOShevat says: CO: I cannot get us much more
XOspencer says: CEO; how are we doing?
SO_Loren says: CTO: Preparing two additional torps to travel at 9.6
CEOShevat says: XO: Considerable Engine strain
CMO_Cerbe says: XO: Aye Sir ::Cerberus' tone carries forth his contempt with regards to the safety of his medical staff::
CTOmorgan says: CO: Torps are ready, range in 8 min.
AGMDave says: ACTION: A photon mortar can be heard outside the hospital. One shot hits the hospital and does considerable damage. Hanlon is seriously injured.
TO_Stevens says: @::tensely staying alert::
XOspencer says: ::holds the CMO by the arm:: CMO: I understand your concern.. get the FCO and Stevens to them..com them DOC
CEOShevat says: XO: I may have to drop speed into design parameters
SO_Loren says: @<Johnson>SO: A photon mortar has hit the hospital.
AGMDave says: ACTION: the small vessel seems to suffer an internal problem and begins to slow. It is at warp 7.
CMO_Cerbe says: ::Moras looks the XO in the eye's, then nods...::
FCO_Blamt says: @::sees a large explosion on the horizon:: TO: What was that ........?
CTOmorgan says: CO: Vessel slowing
SO_Loren says: CTO: The vessel is slowing to 7
CIVJappic says: ::Enters quarters::
CTOmorgan says: ::fire torp::
OPS_Slate: XO: We are at 9.8, and still increasing ...... the freighter is slowing .... we will overtake in the next two minutes.
TO_Stevens says: @FCO: it appears to be fire at the hospital.
XOspencer says: ::looking at the Captain:: Sir we can not hold this up much longer. CEO : give me some more power
CO-Sulla says: FCO/CTO: Close and prepare for tractor or weapons fire as necessary
SO_Loren says: CTO: The vessel is slowing to 5
CTOmorgan says: CO: Torp away, impact in 30 sec...
TO_Stevens says: @FCO: should we render aid?
CEOShevat says: XO: Aye sir, but not much more ::thinks illogical::
CO-Sulla says: CTO: very well
FCO_Blamt says: @::lays in course:: TO: We better look into this .... keep an eye open for small arms fire. *Titan*: We have witnessed an explosion at the local hospital .... it appears to be a terrorist bombing. We are changing course to intercept and assist.
SO_Loren says: <Johnson>SO: Dr. Hanlon has been injured in the explosion.
CMO_Cerbe says: @FCO & Stevens: I need you to assist the Dr. Hanlon at the field hospital, they were under fire at last report...
CTOmorgan says: ::finger on tractor beam ready to engage::
AGMDave says: ACTION: The small ship shudders and veers off course. Titan's torpedo hits and nearly destroys it.
TO_Stevens says: @FCO: aye sir
CIVJappic says: @*TO*: Stevens, what can you tell me about the people down there?
OPS_Slate: CO: Freighter is continuing to slow. CO: I recommend we drop to impulse or we will overshoot.
CEOShevat says: XO: Sir I am reading massive Engine strain. I may have to shut down engines if we keep this up
CO-Sulla says: OPS: Maneuver as necessary to close and lock tractors
CTOmorgan says: ::locks on tractor beam:: CO: They are dead in space sire
SO_Loren says: XO: Scanning for life signs. Erratic.
FCO_Blamt says: @*CMO*: Understoood .... we will do what we can. But it is a mess down here.
TO_Stevens says: @*Civ*: sir I have no idea at this time. Things are a bit hectic.
XOspencer says: CEO: All right get us back to top...we will need it to return
OPS_Slate: ::nods:: CO/XO: We are dropping to impulse .... tractor range now.
CO-Sulla says: OPS: beam everyone off there into the brig--make sure the TR disarms them, if necessary.... send an MO to the brig
CEOShevat says: XO: Aye sir
CMO_Cerbe says: <Hanlon>::Hanlon comes too, she is unable to move, it is dark and the air is filled with dust and the sounds of people in pain and dying... She tries to move, a sharp pain shoots along her spine and she blacks out again::
CIVJappic says: @*TO* Well, what are the people around you like?
XOspencer says: ::nods at the SO::
CTOmorgan says: *Brig*: Prepare for prisoners and to give medical aid as necessary till Medical gets there.
AGMDave says: ACTION: Fighting near the hospital increases in intensity. Rebels engage the AT. They seem to be completely oblivious to what they are doing.
XOspencer says: <brig> *CTO*Yes Lt Morgan
SO_Loren says: <Johnson> SO: Report from the AT indicates the rebels are high.
FCO_Blamt says: @::pilots the shuttle close to the hospital and sets it down on what used to be the front lawn. Large fires are all about and he stands in his chair to get a hold of a phaser rifle::
CEOShevat says: *Gates (EO)*: Shut down the core momentarily and repair all damage done to the engines. Be prepared to start them up as soon as possible though
TO_Stevens says: @*Civ*: sir, the recorders are on. You may review them on our return.
CTOmorgan says: ::scans vessel to try and see if he can identify technology::
CEOShevat says: *CEO*: Aye sir
CO-Sulla says: XO: take charge of the bridge... tractor the shuttle aboard the ship if possible and return to the planet ASAP... I am going to the Brig
XOspencer says: CO: Yes sir
CIVJappic says: @*TO* OK.
CO-Sulla says: ::stands and heads to the TL::
CMO_Cerbe says: ::Moras hears the order given to Ops, and sends an order of his own to medical, to sent an MO::
FCO_Blamt says: @::hears the shots bouncing off the sides of the shuttle and secretly wonders if his CO and XO are insane:: TO: Get ready to return fire ::stands near the hatch::
TO_Stevens says: @::follows FCO's example, taking phaser rifle in hand::
CTOmorgan says: ::maneuvers the shuttle to SB 2:: *SB*: Prepare for docking.
XOspencer says: CTO: get that shuttle OPS: be ready to return
SO_Loren says: ::scans vessel, inputting data in ship's library. Computer: Please analyze.
CTOmorgan says: *Sec* Security to SB 2
XOspencer says: CEO: Lets get this puppy back to itself... and hurry up
OPS_Slate: ::clears the doors to SB 2::
TO_Stevens says: @::looks at FCO and nods nervously. Stands toward side of shuttle door prepared::
CEOShevat says: XO: Aye sir
SO_Loren says: @<Johnson> SO: The rebels are high as a kite. They won't stop when shot.
CTOmorgan says: XO: We have the shuttle, security is going over it
CEOShevat says: *Gates (EO)*: quit repairs, start the engines up again
CIVJappic says: ::Searching for more information::
OPS_Slate: ::prepares the return trip to Magna Romani, with his usual Vulcan solidarity::
XOspencer says: ::overhears Johnson from the planet. *johnson* what are your feelings on this?
AGMDave says: ACTION: the humans, including Plactus, beam into the brig. They are seriously injured and bleeding.
CO-Sulla says: ::outside of brig:: *CTO* secure and sweep the shuttle... have an engineer make sure it isn't going to blow up on us
XOspencer says: ::looks at the CTO: CTO: thanks OPS: Get us back to the planet
CTOmorgan says: *CO*: Aye sir, security is already conducting a sweep.
FCO_Blamt says: : <@>::opens the hatch and a shot from a phaser bounces off the hatch as he opens it, looks at the TO and takes cover near the hatch firing his phaser rifle at anything that moves::
CIVJappic says: ::Walks out of his quarters and heads to the astrometrics lab::
CMO_Cerbe says: <MO> ::The young Mo walks to the brig, med kit under his left arm::
CEOShevat says: *CEO* Sir the engines are back online
OPS_Slate: ::enters the return course to Magna Romani at warp 7::
CO-Sulla says: ::enters brig, sees 4 sec guards standing by::
CEOShevat says: XO: We are now mobile again
CTOmorgan says: *CEO*: I need a team to SB2 to look over the alien vessel
TO_Stevens says: @::nods at FCO and fires out the door, staying near the side of the door::
OPS_Slate: XO: We are now en route back to the planet.
CMO_Cerbe says: <MO>: Walks up to the CO::
CMO_Cerbe says: <MO> CO: Sir..
CEOShevat says: *CTO* Do you wish me to join you?
XOspencer says: CEO: Thanks Shevat.. good work... lets keep her in one piece... :;smiles::
TO_Stevens says: @FCO: sir what are our intentions...exactly?
CO-Sulla says: MO:See what you can do for them... take them to SB if necessary, but use all security precautions, understood
XOspencer says: OPS: thank you Mr., Blampt... estimated time of arrival?
CTOmorgan says: *CO*: The security team has found a controlled substance on the shuttle. Allot of it.
CEOShevat says: ::nods::
SO_Loren says: *Ensign Krom*: Please get a sample of the controlled substance and begin finding out an antidote.
OPS_Slate: ::thinks briefly about the logic of keeping the shuttle aboard .... wonders if it is perhaps booby-trapped .... he thinks that is the human expression::
CTOmorgan says: *CEO*: Not necessary, just send someone to make sure it's not going to blow up
CIVJappic says: ::Enters the Astrometrics lab::
TO_Stevens says: @::glancing out the door notices something odd about the rebels, ducts back to the side::
OPS_Slate: XO: We should enter orbit around Magna Romani in approximately thirty minutes.
CEOShevat says: *CTO* All right I will send the best
CO-Sulla says: Plactus:So who are you, really... and what were you trying to do?
CIVJappic says: ::Begins putting in calculations and information::
SO_Loren says: ::sets scans for the controlled substance on the planet::
FCO_Blamt says: @::brings his rifle to bear as phaser blasts sizzle all around him, lets fly shot after shot::
TO_Stevens says: @FCO: there is something odd about the rebels sir...They seem high? Nothing seems to be phasing them.
CEOShevat says: *Gates (EO)* Join the CTO for an AT to the Starbase
XOspencer says: ::nods at ops::
CEOShevat says: *CEO* Aye sir
FCO_Blamt says: @::swears to himself:: TO: This is a losing battle ..... ::watches the locals with their rifles:: TO: What do you think?
CTOmorgan says: SO: Any idea on what the substance on the shuttle is?
XOspencer says: ::repeats her question to Johnson:: *Johnson* what does it appear that is wrong with them?
CEOShevat says: <Gates (EO)>::move out of ME and onto the TL to the TR where the CTO is.
OPS_Slate: ::runs his hands over the console checking the computer for information on the hospital and its senior staff::
TO_Stevens says: @FCO: what about a tranquilizer gas?
XOspencer says: CTO: did we get a full sweep of that shuttle?
CMO_Cerbe says: <MO>::the mo walks up to the force field, looks in the direction of one of the security guards and asks for the field to be lowered::
CO-Sulla says: ::waiting for Plactus to gather his wits and reply to my question::
AGMDave says: <Plactus>::barely concious::almost delusional ::Darnot, Lt. Commander, serial number....::drifts off.
CMO_Cerbe says: ::Moras returns to sickbay::
SO_Loren says: <Johnson> XO: We are analyzing it. Report very shortly.
CO-Sulla says: ::huh::
CTOmorgan says: XO: It's clear sir. An engineer is on the way to check on the engines, make sure its not going to blow or leak anything.
XOspencer says: *Johnson* thank you keep me advised..Spencer out
CIVJappic says: ::Inputs the planet name, Magna Roma and the computer displays on a big viewscreen the planet and all of its moons.::
CO-Sulla says: *XO* Check SF personnel records for a Darnot, LCDR...
CMO_Cerbe says: <MO> ::opens his med kit and removes his tricorder, scans Plactus..::
XOspencer says: CTO: good idea... last thing we need.
XOspencer says: *CO* Yes sir..
SO_Loren says: <Krom> *Johnson*: It is a hallucinogenic drug, similar to angel dust in old Earth history.
XOspencer says: ::returns to her chair and punches up the name Darnot, LtCmdr
FCO_Blamt says: @TO: Would not work in the atmosphere ..... I suggest we get back in the shuttle and get out of here. ::hops back into the shuttle as quickly as he can but feels a phaser shot glance off his back as he enters::
FCO_Blamt says: @::falls forward before regaining his balance::
TO_Stevens says: @::grabs FCO as closes door::
OPS_Slate: ::runs his hands over the console reading the information about the hospital::
XOspencer says: ::brings up the records:: *CO* Sir the name comes up as being assigned to the USS Northampton.. ::whispers:: He is SFI sir
TO_Stevens says: @FCO: are you all right?
SO_Loren says: <Johnson>XO: Cmdr: It is a chemical substance. We have seen this before. It has caused the effects we see on the planet before. We are attempting to formulate an antidote.
FCO_Blamt says: @TO: I'm fine ..... ::notes the smell of burnt flesh and polyester:: TO: Just glanced me ...... ::takes the FCO's seat::
CIVJappic says: Self: All right computer. Computer: Display all available information about this planet.
AGMDave says: ACTION: The situation on the planet seems to be slowing down. The rebels are falling in their tracks due to OD'ing.
CO-Sulla says: ::seeing that "Plactus" or Darnot, or whatever is out of It..heads back to bridge:: *XO* Noted... interesting
CTOmorgan says: ::listens with concern to SO::
XOspencer says: *Johnson* very well... see to it
FCO_Blamt says: @::warms up the engines and lifts off of the surface seeking anywhere to hide::
CO-Sulla says: ::enters TL::
SO_Loren says: <Johnson> The rebels are OD'ing and slowing down.
TO_Stevens says: @FCO: aye sir ::takes own seat, checking scans::
XOspencer says: ::hears the CO::
CO-Sulla says: ::fuming in anger... what the heck is SFI up to now!!!!????::
TO_Stevens says: @FCO: the firing seems to be slowing down.
CTOmorgan says: ::scans Magna Roma on LRS to see how things are going::
SO_Loren says: XO: I do not anticipate a further problem if we can keep the drug out of their hands.
XOspencer says: *CO*::whispering:: he is the Security Chief for the Northampton
FCO_Blamt says: @::nods at the TO as he notes few patches of phaser fire out the cockpit windows::
CO-Sulla says: ::exits TL onto bridge::
CTOmorgan says: ::sets phasers back to stun for further 'peace-keeping'::
SO_Loren says: XO: However, withdrawal will be a problem.
CIVJappic says: ::Allot of information is being displayed on the viewscreen about the ancient times of the people and etc.::
CO-Sulla says: ::hears XO's message::
TO_Stevens says: @FCO: perhaps if we wait a bit, we might be able to assist the hospital::
XOspencer says: SO: I understand.. get the CMO's advice and relay it to the party on the planet
OPS_Slate: All: Captain on the bridge.
CEOShevat says: ::Shifts around::
OPS_Slate: CO/XO: We are approaching orbit of Magna Roma now, sirs .......
XOspencer says: ::wonders what SFI is doing here at this time..and if they have anything to do with the drugs::
FCO_Blamt says: @::nods at the TO and feels the burn on his back digging into the FCO's chair::
CTOmorgan says: ::locks phasers on remaining fire-fights:: CO: Phasers ready to quell hostilities Sir
SO_Loren says: @AT: We are sending you the data on the drug the inhabitants have ingested. Suggest you stand back and wait for them to OD, but keep any further drug out of their hands.
XOspencer says: OPS: thank you *CO* approaching Magna Roma Sir
CO-Sulla says: XO: Very well... contact the Northampton and ask them about Mr. Darnot... and stand by to patch me through to SFI, I may have some questions I want to ask them....
CIVJappic says: ::With the Cardassian photographic memory, Yanis instantly reads all of the info::
CO-Sulla says: ::hears comm about Darnot in SB::
TO_Stevens says: @FCO: would you like something for the pain?
CMO_Cerbe says: ::Moras is back in sickbay, Jadis is asleep on the biobed. He picks up the data pad and reads her condition. It appeared that Jadis had sprained her ankle whilst on the holodeck, the nurse who treated her repaired the damage but also noted that Jadis had not been sleeping as much as she should have::
XOspencer says: CO yes sir
CMO_Cerbe says: ::The nurse gave Jadis something to make her sleep, then kept her in sick bay to make sure she did..::
CTOmorgan says: *TO*: How are things going? Do you need assistance?
XOspencer says: Ops: get me the Northampton.. the Captain please
OPS_Slate: XO: Aye sir ...... ::opens channel::
CIVJappic says: ::Begins to do more studies on the people::
CO-Sulla says: XO: I am going to ask Mr. Darnot a few more questions, now that he is conscious, I will be in SB if you need me... continue to the planet and try and wrap things up there::smiles at XO, though he isn't happy with the situation on the planet::
TO_Stevens says: @*CTO*: sir, it appears as if things are starting to quiet down here. We are just waiting for a little more settling.
SO_Loren says: *CMO*: You are dealing with a hallucinogenic drug. I am sending you the data on it. Suggest you treat people affected with the formula I am sending you additionally.
CTOmorgan says: *TO*: Good. Keep me advised.
CMO_Cerbe says: *SO* Understood...
AGMDave says: <Northampton>*Titan*: This is Captain Redding, what can I do for you?
XOspencer says: CO: Yes Sir..
TO_Stevens says: @*CTO*: aye sir
CTOmorgan says: ::notices small area of intense fighting. Stuns area with phasers::
SO_Loren says: *Johnson, Krom*: Begin synthesizing the drug treatment and transmitting it to the AT for dissemination to the rebels.
XOspencer says: OPS: I will take this in the CO's RR
OPS_Slate: ::nods at the XO as she stands:: XO: Channeling it to the Ready room
FCO_Blamt says: @::notes the return of the Titan, hopes they will let them come aboard this time:: *Titan*: Permission to return to shuttle bay?
CTOmorgan says: ::scans system, making sure no new ships are about to appear.::
CO-Sulla says: ::re-enters the TL, huffing and puffing from running around the ship:: Sickbay
XOspencer says: :in the CO"s RR::COM:Northampton: Captain Redding I am Lt Cmdr Spencer of The USS titan. We seem to have one of your men aboard our ship
CTOmorgan says: *Shuttle*: You are clear to shuttle bay 3.
AGMDave says: <Redding>*Titan*: Really, Commander? Who would that be?
CMO_Cerbe says: ::Reads the date that Loren had sent him... It made for an interesting read. Moras quickly compiled a number of hypo vials and set a team to work mixing up another large quantity::
FCO_Blamt says: @::thanks his almighty stars:: *CTO*: Acknowledged ..... returning now. ::turns and smiles at the TO::
CO-Sulla says: ::exits TL and heads for SB::
CIVJappic says: ::Gathering information::
XOspencer says: COM: NH: A Mr. Darnot
TO_Stevens says: @::shrugs at FCO::
CTOmorgan says: SO: Any further rebel activity?
OPS_Slate: ::nods at the CTO as he assumes the "big chair"::
CO-Sulla says: ::enters SB and heads for where Darnot is secured in a bio-bed::
SO_Loren says: CTO: No.
CTOmorgan says: ::nods to SO::
CMO_Cerbe says: ::running tests on the antidote, to see if it can be formulated for planetary dispersal in the atmosphere::
FCO_Blamt says: @::pilots the shuttle out of the atmosphere and into space as he nears the Titan:: *CTO*: Be advised .... we have taken one casualty.
CO-Sulla says: Hardy: Status of the patients, Dr.?
AGMDave says: <Redding>*Spencer*: ::Looks puzzled::Darnot? Ah, yes, he was transferred off this ship some time ago. Very unusual circumstances, too. The deputy of SFI himself signed his orders.
CTOmorgan says: ::not comfortable with command of ship:: *FCO*: Acknowledged. Do you need medical assistance standing by?
CIVJappic says: Self: I think that is enough info. ::Leaves AL and heads for his quarters::
CMO_Cerbe says: *bridge* I request to be advised when we reach orbit..
XOspencer says: COM NH: He was in disguise as a Senate leader on the planet Magna Roma..Captain.. Do you have any more information for me than this?
TO_Stevens says: @::looks at FCO::
CEOShevat says: ::Shifts around::
CTOmorgan says: *CMO*: We are moving into orbit now.
SO_Loren says: @AT: How does the antidote seem to be working? Any side effects?
FCO_Blamt says: @::pilots the shuttle into the bay and sets her gently on the deck:: TO: We have returned .... ::stands and reaches out to his chair to steady himself as he lists slightly::
XOspencer says: ::waits for him to answer as she leans over the Captains viewer::
CMO_Cerbe says: CO: Mild concussion, should not be a problem now. His only problem will be the headache.. ::smiles::
CO-Sulla says: Hardy: thank you, Dr.
TO_Stevens says: @::reaches for FCO:: FCO: let me assist you
AGMDave says: <Redding>*Spencer*: Magna Roma? I have heard of the troubles there. We are too far out to help, Commander. It's best you return him to SF Command.
AGMDave says: ACTION: A vessel approaches at warp speed. It has a Federation signature.
FCO_Blamt says: ::nods at the TO as she helps him out of the shuttle::
XOspencer says: COM:NH: Thank you Captain, for your information
OPS_Slate: CTO: We have one ship inbound at high warp .. Federation.
CEOShevat says: ::terribly bored Shevat looks up late 20th century files on Saddam Hussein::
CTOmorgan says: *CO*: Another vessel coming in system .
AGMDave says: <Redding>::nods and blanks out the screen::
CTOmorgan says: Ops: Open a hail
CMO_Cerbe says: *Med Team Bravo and Tango* Assemble cargo transporter 7, full combat protocol. I want you all armed with body armor and I don't want to hear any complaints as to how uncomfortable it is..
CTOmorgan says: SO: Who are they?
TO_Stevens says: FCO: assist FCO to sick bay.
XOspencer says: *CO* our guest is no longer assigned to the Northampton....sir
CO-Sulla says: Darnot: I hope you are ready to answer a few questions... :;glares at Darnot with his best imperial roman frown::
AGMDave says: <Darnot>Sulla: I don't have to answer to you.
FCO_Blamt says: ::stumbles through the doors to sickbay and notices the Captain as the TO helps him to a biobed::
CEOShevat says: ::Shifts around::
CMO_Cerbe says: *CTO* Jeff, I would like an experienced security detail to accompany the medical relief team to the planet surface...
XOspencer says: *CO* would you like me to contact Starfleet?
TO_Stevens says: ::looks around for an MO to help::
CTOmorgan says: *CMO*: I'll have one waiting for them.
CMO_Cerbe says: ::Cerberus sees the TO:: TO: Can I help?
CEOShevat says: ::Under Saddam Hussein's files he found that he kill Bill Gates in 2010::
SO_Loren says: CTO: Excelsior class> It will in transporter range in 3 minutes.
FCO_Blamt says: ::lays and the bed and nods at the TO:: TO: Thank you ..........
TO_Stevens says: CMO: yes sir
CTOmorgan says: *Sec*: Security team Alpha to med relief team.
CO-Sulla says: Darnot: Really? I think you are mistaken... as a SF officer, you are subject to the laws of the planets on which you operate... perhaps I will turn you over to my countrymen... Roman justice can be quite... painful and protracted.
XOspencer says: ::waiting for the CO, she thinks of all the possibilities of the current problem:
CTOmorgan says: Ops: Are they responding to our hail?
CMO_Cerbe says: TO: So?
CEOShevat says: ::terribly interested in this Gates character he looks up his files::
OPS_Slate: CTO: Nothing yet .........
CTOmorgan says: *CO*: We've got an Excelsior inbound, not answering hail sir>
CIVJappic says: ::Enjoys a glass of Kanar in his quarters.::
AGMDave says: <Darnot>::fear creeps into his eyes:: It wasn't my idea, Captain. I was just the executor.
CTOmorgan says: *Ops*: Move us to intercept
CO-Sulla says: *XO* Very well--Red Alert
CEOShevat says: ::finds he was joined in an alliance with David Hartman in software::
XOspencer says: ::waits for him to answer in the RR, no need to let the others know at this time about their guest being SFI::
TO_Stevens says: CMO: Jarod was hit by a glancing blow
CTOmorgan says: ::initiates Red Alert::
XOspencer says: ALL: *ALL* Red Alert!
CO-Sulla says: Darnot: Indeed? What were you executing and for who?
XOspencer says: ::comes out of the RR quickly :: ALL: report!
CTOmorgan says: XO: Fed ship inbound no response to hail.
OPS_Slate: ::glances at the CTO's use of his com badge for some one four feet away:: CTO: Initiating intercept course ...... we are en route now.
AGMDave says: <Darnot>Sulla: It was just a little scheme to make us some money. It was an old game, but still profitable.
CEOShevat says: ::Saves the file location on David Hartman and gets ready::
TO_Stevens says: CMO: I leave him in your capable hands
CMO_Cerbe says: Blamt: Sit over there, on that bed..
FCO_Blamt says: ::nods at the Doc::
CTOmorgan says: ::locks weapons on vessel's engines::
XOspencer says: COM Unidentified ship: Return our hail or we will open fire
FCO_Blamt says: ::lays out on the bio bed::
AGMDave says: ACTION: The Excelsior class is unmarked. It fired quantum torpedoes at Titan and knocks the shields out. Darnot is then beamed out.
XOspencer says: CTO: return fire!!!
TO_Stevens says: *CTO*: I am aboard and have assisted the Jarod to med. Do you have any orders?
CTOmorgan says: ::holds on are ship is rocked Fires return shot::
CTOmorgan says: XO: Firing
CO-Sulla says: Darnot: Aaaah, crass commercialism. And you didn't think ... :;stumbles as shields go down and Darnot is beamed out... :: What!!!
OPS_Slate: ::glances around the bridge as the torpedoes impact:: CTO/XO: The Excelsior is initiating a beam out in sickbay, I can not block it.
AGMDave says: <Darnot>::feels the transporter and smiles::
XOspencer says: OPS: Get us into tactical range..now!
CTOmorgan says: *TO*: Report to the bridge.
CO-Sulla says: ::heads off at a sprint for the bridge::
AGMDave says: ACTION: Titan's return fire has no effect.
TO_Stevens says: *CTO*: aye sir
CTOmorgan says: ::fires again at drive section::
CMO_Cerbe says: ::Fights to regain balance::
TO_Stevens says: ::heads toward bridge::
OPS_Slate: XO: That ship is not transmitting any identification. I can not access its registry.
XOspencer says: *CO* you better get up here sir.....
CTOmorgan says: XO: No damage to excelsior, shields back on line.
CO-Sulla says: *XO* On my way ::huff, huff::
TO_Stevens says: ::notes CO hurry by and follows::
AGMDave says: ACTION: The Excelsior class jumps to warp 9.9 and disappears.
CO-Sulla says: ::enters TL::
XOspencer says: ::looking back at the CTO: CTO: Give them all we have Morgan!
CTOmorgan says: XO: They have gone to warp...
FCO_Blamt says: ::passes out on the bio bed::
XOspencer says: OPS: Get after them......
CO-Sulla says: ::exits TL to bridge:: report!!
CTOmorgan says: XO: They left in a big hurry, warp 9.9. Down loading coordinates to ops.
TO_Stevens says: ::steps off TL behind CO::
OPS_Slate: ::quickly runs a check of the Excelsior's ionization trail as he glances up at the screen:: XO: Aye sir ......
AGMDave says: <<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>.


